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Abstract—Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) is one of the Central Java 7% revenue supporting factor in 2021. Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) is a high potential sector to be developed. Activities of SMEs in the Jepara Residency will affect in many PAD supporting sectors such as raw material providers, craftsmen, tourism, trade, industry, transportation and other related sectors. This study aims to analyze the effect of Collaborative Agility and Intellectual Stimulation Leadership on Organizational Performance with Creativity Engagement as a mediating variable. This research was conducted in Jepara, Kudus and Rembang on craftsmen from 87 SMEs, data obtained using SEM PLS software. The results showed that Collaborative Agility has not significant relationship in SMEs performance, and will improve the performance through Collaborative Agility as a mediating variable. In influencing the optimal performance achievements SMEs requires creativity engagement and intellectual stimulation leadership whose can motivate and inspire their subordinates by communicating high hopes and clear work struggles. Creativity engagement is moved by collaborative agility and intellectual stimulation leadership. Creativity Engagement has a large influence on SME Performance. The limitation and implication is discussed as follow.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) currently have a significant role in national economic development, from its contribution to Indonesia’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) which continues to be increased in every year [1]. Based on the results of surveys and calculations by the Central Statistics Agency (BPS), the contribution of SMEs to Indonesia’s GDP continues to increase every year.

Indonesia National Planning And Research Deparment in 2019 stated that SMEs became the foundation for 99.45% of the workforce in Indonesia and also be able to open new jobs for 9.6 million people, while large businesses are only able to open new jobs for 55,760 people. Therefore, the growth of SMEs in Indonesia is important to expand employment opportunities and provide broad economic services to the community. SMEs plays important role in the process of equity and increases people’s income, encourage economic growth and play a role in realizing national stability in general and economic stability [2].

Factors to develop SMEs are the availability of local raw materials, human capital, skills, and market opportunity [3]. The working capital needed is relatively small, thus providing an opportunity for people who have an entrepreneurial spirit to establish business units with a level of sophistication of affordable production techniques [4]. Within certain limits, small and medium industrial activities can reduce some of the import burdens so that within the strategic framework, this can save foreign exchange. In line with the Indonesian government’s economic development program, where Central Java priority program is focused at improving welfare and alleviating poverty through empowering the people's economy, it is estimated that in 2020 Central Java will foster to 7% economic growth rate [5].

The development of new entrepreneurs is related to foster a conducive business environment, fostering the willingness of the community to be entrepreneurs, enhancing the ability of the community to be entrepreneurs [6]. The SMEs are business activities that are able to expand employment opportunities and provide broad economic services to the community that can play a role in the process of equity and increase people's income, and encourage economic growth and play a role in realizing national stability in general and economic stability in particular [7].

Leadership is an important factor to determine employee performance and organizational ability in adapting environment changes [8]. Leadership describes the relationship between the leader with the follower and how a leader directs the follower will determine the extent to which the follower reaches the goals or expectations of the leader [9]. The transformational leadership develop and support the potential and ability to achieve or even exceed organizational goals [10]. A leader can transform his subordinates through four ways [11] those are...
Idealized Influence (Charisma), Inspirational Motivation, Intellectual Stimulation and Intellectual Stimulation. Intellectual Stimulation is a part of transformational leadership who practices innovations [12]. His leadership attitude and behavior is based on developing science and intellectual and able to translate it in the form of productive performance [13].

The Collaborative Agility influence stakeholder involvement, where agility includes the ability of the company to deal with customer interactions, internal operating agility and interactions with external business partners [14] and that agility includes exploration and exploitation of market opportunities [15]. Collaboration means achieving common goals by helping one and another [16]. Collaboration will have an impact on stakeholder involvement, where collaboration involves the division of tasks, where everyone does every job [17]. In the public sector, collaboration can be understood as a process of togetherness, cooperation, sharing of tasks, equality, and responsibility between several entities whose activities are connected [18].

SMEs characteristics in general have limited sources of funding, management, and depend on a small number of customers [19]. SMEs also needs multiskill employees [20]. SMEs continue to make improvements both in the production process, product quality, and service in order to be able to survive and compete with large companies [21] Creativity is the main key to develop new ideas from existed ideas and meets the consumers needs [22]. One of the strategies to improve competitiveness is that companies must be oriented to creativity and innovation [23]. Creativity is one of the three main functions of human reason [24]. Two other functions are analytical power and assessment power [23]. Creativity has the ability to develop new ideas from the ideas that have been held and subsequently to form useful innovations [25]. Creativity is a supporting part of the existence of one's life. Everyone has creativity, and what make difference is their level of creativity. And these differences are important in this highly competitive world. The importance of creativity are the ability to be creative towards new challenges, together with an ability to anticipate developments and be innovative [23].

The activities of SMEs in Jepara has so many impacts in many parties (such as raw material providers, craftsmen, government, exporters, importers and other related parties), it show the importance of stakeholders to improve the performance of SMEs in Jepara. Jepara is the word carving city and been famous with the creativity of its citizens. The informal sector such as SMEs plays an important role in improving the welfare of the community, and labor absorption. however the presence of SMEs has not been able to provide an optimal impact in increasing economic growth in Jepara district. To improve the SME sector this article proposes to unite the creativity of existing resources by collaborating on agility and the role of intellectual stimulation leadership.

This study purposes to prove that how to improve the SMSs performance through Creativity Engagement, Collaborative Agility and Intellectual Stimulation Leadership.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Collaborative Agility

Collaboration is the mutual cooperation of the participants in a coordinated effort to resolve shared problems [16]. Collaborative interaction is characterized by shared goals, structural symmetry, and high-level negotiation, interactivity, and interdependence [17]. Agility includes the company's capabilities related to customer interactions, internal operating agility and interactions with external business partners [17]. Agility includes exploration and exploitation of market opportunities [26]. Agility consists of three sub-constructs of interrelated capabilities, namely customer agility, collaborative agility (Partnering Agility/ PA), and operational agility (OA) [27]. Agility is the managerial ability to quickly adapt and change both organizational structures and culture, integrate processes quickly and redesign existing processes and create new processes to exploit dynamic markets [15].

Collaboration is the mutual cooperation of the participants in a coordinated effort to solve joint problems [14]. Collaborative interaction is characterized by shared goals, structural symmetry, and high-level negotiation, interactivity, and interdependence [18]. Collaboration means working together to achieve common goals as a basic social process [15]. Collaboration involves the division of tasks, where each person does every job that is his responsibility for the achievement of common goals [14].

In the public sector for example, collaboration can be understood as a process of togetherness, cooperation, sharing of tasks, equality, and responsibility among several entities whose activities are connected [28]. The parties who become entities in collaboration can be from government, civil society, and the private sector [14]. The main objective in public sector collaboration is aimed at improving services to the community. The definition explains that collaboration is a joint involvement in coordinated efforts to solve problems together. Collaborative interaction is characterized by shared goals, a symmetrical structure with high-level negotiations through intertivity and interdependence [18].

Collaboration has 8 (eight) characteristics, those are: participation is not restricted and not hierarchical, participants are responsible for ensuring the achievement of success, reasonable goals, problem definition, participants educate each other or teach one another identification and testing of sharing choice, the implementation of the solution is shared with several participants involved, and participants are always aware of the development of the situation [29]. The collaboration agility is measured by agility in human relations dexterity results, mental agility and dexterity changes.

In order thrive the organizational collaboration reach the purposes, the collaborator (the party involved in the collaboration) must pay attention to several cultural components [18], leadership [18] [14], the strategy to be used [15], the teams involved and the safety network [26].
Collaboration enables firms to cultivate performance benefits through proactive coordination among divergent constituents [27]. The increased agility generally has a positive effect on the performance [28]. Thus, the hypothesis proposed are:

H1 : Collaborative agility has significant effect on Creativity Engagement  
H2 : Collaborative agility has significant effect on Performance  

B. Intellectual Stimulation Leadership

Intellectual Stimulation Leadership is a leader who practices innovations [29]. His leadership attitude and behavior is based on developing science and intellectually he is able to translate it in the form of productive performance [30]. Leaders always explore new ideas and creative solutions from staff and always encourage staff to learn and practice new approaches to doing work. Intellectual Stimulation is leader’s attitude in show new ways of completing tasks and encourage employees to be more innovative, and invite employees to look at problems from the point of view and find new ways to solve problems [31]. The leader shows about new ways of completing tasks and encourages employees to be more innovative, and invites employees to look at problems from different points of view and find new ways of solving problems [32].

Transformational leaders strive to create a climate that is conducive to the development of innovation and creativity [9]. The leader encourages subordinates to come up with new ideas and creative solutions to the problems they face [33]. For this reason, subordinates are truly involved and empowered in the process of problem formulation and finding solutions [34]. Basically the essence of transformational leadership is sharing of power which involves subordinates together to make changes [10].

The results showed transformational leadership has a significant and positive influence on creativity engagement [22]. In line with the research revealed that transformational leadership influences engagement [35]. Intellectual stimulation is measured with learning styles, ability to think, involving ideas, cognitive styles dan thinking styles.

The results showed a significant and positive influence of transformational leadership on lecturer performance [36]. The previous literature shows that transformational leadership behavior plays a key role in improving the performance of employee [37]. Intellectual stimulation leadership has a significant impact on improving performance [32]. Thus, the hypothesis proposed are:

H3: Intellectual stimulation leadership has significant effect on Creativity Engagement  
H4: Intellectual stimulation leadership has significant effect on Performance  

C. Creativity Engagement

Creativity is a process of creating new and synergistic combinations of entities that seem unrelated [35]. Creativity that focuses on the individual or person of an individual who can be called creative [24]. Creativity is an ability or a skill that is in a person, this is closely related to talent [38]. Creativity is define as a process that focuses on thinking processes so as to bring up unique and creative ideas [39]. Creative process engagement is defined as individual’s involvement in creativity-relevant processes or methods, consisting of problem identification, information searching and encoding, and idea and alternative generation [39]. The creative process engagement is can be defined as the creative process whereby individuals come to develop creative ideas [38]. Creative process engagement can enhance the potential for creative and innovative outcomes, and possibly result in increased overall performance [39]. To measure creative process engagement we use three dimensions: Problem identification, information searching, and idea generation [39].

Though creative process engagement will allows employees to think and deal with tasks creatively to produce novel and useful solutions to problems and this engagement will influence employees performance [25]. 

H5: Creativity Engagement has significant effect on Performance  

D. SME’s Performance

Performance is the result of work that can be achieved by a person or group of people in the organization, in accordance with the authority and responsibilities of each in order to achieve organizational goals [28]. Performance or is the achievement or achievement of a person regarding the tasks assigned to him [40]. Performance is can be said as a function of ability, effort and support by an human resources [41].

Performance is what can be done by someone in accordance with the tasks and functions [25]. Performance is everything that someone does and results in carrying out the function of a job [6].

So it can be concluded that Performance is the quantity and quality of achieving tasks, whether carried out by individuals, groups or organizations. Performance SMEs measured by feedback, assessment of organizational progress, Performance is measured by the indicators those are Quality, Quantity, Cost effectiveness, Need for supervision dan Interpersonal Impact [37].

H6 : Collaborative Agility influence the Organizational Performance with Creativity Engagement as a mediating variable  
H7 : Intellectual Stimulation Leadership influence the Organizational Performance with Creativity Engagement as a mediating variable.

III. MEASUREMENT METHODS

This research type is Explanatory Research that emphasizes the relationship between research variables (causality) by testing the description of the hypothesis containing description but the focus lies in the relationship between variables. Variables include: Collaborative Agility, Intellectual Stimulation Leadership, Creativity Engagement dan Organizational Performance.

Data collection techniques were carried out in this study using a questionnaire, which is a list of questions given to owners/ entrepreneurs of SMEs in Jepara Regency. The sampling method using census techniques is 87 SMEs owners in Jepara. The sampling technique uses
census. Data obtained from the distribution of questionnaires using a Likert scale, analyzed with SEM PLS software.

Performance is measured by the indicators those are quality, quantity, cost effectiveness, need for superfision dan interpersonal Impact. To measure creativity process engagement we use three dimensions: problem identification, information searching, and idea generation [39]. Intellectual stimulation leadership is measured with learning styles, ability to think, involving ideas, cognitive styles dan thinking styles. The collaborative agility is measured by agility in human relations dexterity results, mental agility and dexterity changes.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

Data analysis was performed to test the validity of each indicator and the reliability of the construct. Validity criteria are measured by discriminant and convergent validity, while construct reliability is measured by composite reliability. This test is done using convergent size and discriminate validity on PLS. Validity test is used to measure the validity or validity of a questionnaire. A questionnaire is said to be valid if it is able to reveal something that will be measured by the questionnaire.

From the results of loading factor the convergent validity value of each indicator is an average > 0.5 where for the value of 0.5 in the initial study is already a high value and if further research the value of each indicator > 0.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. RESULT OF RESEARCH VALIDITY VARIABLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative Agility (x1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.596</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reliability measurement using 2 (two) ways:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. COMPOSITE RELIABILITY VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative agility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual stimulation leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative engagement process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMEs performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II shows the results of the composite reliability of all variables have a composite reliability value > 0.7 means that it has a good reliability value and can be used for further research processes. Average Variance Extracted obtained has a value > 0.5, from the results above all variables have an Average Variance Extracted value > 0.5 meaning that it has a good reliability value and can be used for further research processes. To determine whether a hypothesis is accepted or not by comparing tcount with ttable with the condition if tcount > ttable, then the hypothesis is accepted. For more details can be seen in Table 3 below.
Then the structural equation model formed according to table III are:
Equation 1 : \( Y_{10} = 0.329 X_1 + 0.653 X_2 + e \)
Equation 2 : \( Y_{20} = -0.070 X_1 + 0.554 X_2 + 0.347 Y_1 + e \)

The results of data processing above can be known in testing each hypothesis that has been proposed. The first hypothesis, the effect of collaborative agility on the performance of SMEs is rejected. So it can be concluded that collaborative agility does not have a significant effect on improving HR performance. The second hypothesis is the effect of collaborative agility on creativity engagement is accepted. So it can be concluded that the higher collaboration SMEs so it will increase creativity engagement.

The third hypothesis is the effect of intellectual stimulation leadership on the performance of SMEs is accepted. The higher intellectual stimulation leadership will improve the performance of SMEs. The fourth hypothesis is the influence of intellectual stimulation leadership on creativity engagement is accepted. So it can be concluded that the higher intellectual stimulation leadership will increase creativity engagement.

The fifth hypothesis is that the effect of creativity engagement on the performance of SMEs is accepted. So it can be concluded that there is a significant positive influence on creativity engagement on the performance of SMEs.

Assessing the inner model is evaluating the relationship between latent constructs as hypothesized, where the relationship of each construct is measured by 2 latent constructs. As illustrated in the results of the following R-square values.

Based on the R square value shows that the variation of SMEs performance can be explained by collaborative agility, creativity engagement and intellectual stimulation leadership by 75.5% and the remaining 24.5% is explained by variations of other variables not included in the model. Variation of creativity engagement can be explained by collaborative agility and intellectual stimulation leadership by 50.6%, the remaining 49.4% is explained by variations of other variables not included in the model.

Analysis of direct, indirect and total effects is intended to determine the effect of the hypothesized variable. The direct effect is the coefficient of all coefficient lines with one end arrow or often called the path coefficient, while the indirect effect is the effect caused by an intermediate variable. Whereas total influence is the total multiplication of direct and indirect influences.

From Table V it is known that the direct effect of collaborative agility on SMEs performance (0.070) is smaller (<) than indirect effect of collaborative agility on SMEs performance through creativity engagement (0.114). So it can be seen that collaborative agility affects performance indirectly, and the creativity engagement variable is an intervening/mediating variable. The first model to improve the performance of SMEs, organizations must improve collaborative agility and creativity engagement properly. Direct Effect of intellectual stimulation leadership on SMEs performance (0.554) is bigger than (>) the Indirect Effect of intellectual stimulation leadership on SMEs performance through creativity engagement (0.186). Intellectual stimulation leadership directly affects the performance of SMEs, the creativity engagement variable is not an intervening variable in this connection. The second model of SMEs performance improvement, organizations must increase intellectual stimulation leadership.

V. DISCUSSION

The first hypothesis is that the effect of collaborative agility on the performance of SMEs is rejected. So it can be concluded that collaborative agility does not have a significant effect on improving HR performance in SMEs. Basically the goal of collaborative is to achieve common
goals by helping one another. Collaboration is a form of social process, in which there are certain activities aimed at achieving common goals by helping each other and understanding each other’s activities [28]. Collaboration in the public sector can be done with efforts to produce public goods and services in order to meet the needs and rights of the public where the collaborating parties have the same goal. Therefore, the collaboration contains about how common perceptions, willingness to process, mutual benefit, honesty, and prioritizing interests based on the community or consumers. While the concepts are not new, together they provide a framework for the deployment of an agile organization that is more responsive to the external environment [42]. How the organization goes about employing the measures relating to each attribute should vary according to the needs of the organization itself [43]. Though the common perceptions, willingness, mutual benefit, honesty, and interests of the community or consumers may vary, SMEs find difficulties to collaborate their resources to meet the highly turbulent environment. The concept of organizational agility has its roots in two prior related concepts: organizational adaptability (a reactive aspect) and organizational flexibility (a proactive aspect) [44]. Organizational agility involves a firm’s ability to sense environmental changes (sensing) and to respond readily to them (responding) by reconfiguring its resources, processes, and strategies [43]. While the SMEs does not ready to reacting rapidly to change, and can’t recognize their organization’s potential of action in anticipating and seizing opportunities, this agility will not influence the SMEs performance [42].

Collaborative SMEs agility and intellectual stimulation leadership will increase creativity engagement. And finally, intellectual stimulation leadership and creativity engagement are appropriate predictors of performance of SMEs. The desire to elevate SMEs as absorbing labor, creating added value, exporting and pioneering creativity and innovation is becomes the most priority factor of the assumption that only MSEs with superior growth can be sustainable and inclusive at the same time. Opportunities for progressive advancement of SMEs were opened by new technologies, new business models, increases in human capital stock, and very strong urgency to reduce social economic inequality between citizens, between regions or regions and between generations. To maintain the SMEs performance, SMEs must engage their recourses creativity potentials and make them as their strategic asset to make new products, new innovations and bring new changes in the organization. The next factors improving the SMEs performance is how the leader stimulate the human capital to improve their intellectual capacity to answer the challenge of the business environment dynamic changes. However, overall the changes above are a good opportunity to elevate SMEs to a more symbiotic position.

VI. LIMITATION AND FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDA

This study also has clear managerial implications. The results reveal that, to enhance SMEs performance, organizations ought to improve their creativity process engagement. Although the importance of intellectual stimulation leadership as an antecedent of SMEs performance has gradually gained recognition, how to develop and to put such finding into practice still remains uncertain. The results suggest that SMEs leader should foster and deploy the firm’s creativity engagement mechanisms to effectively maximize the impact of agility on achieving SMEs performance. This study tests the predictive validity of the model, providing practitioners with a powerful tool for SMEs management to face the dynamic environments. Further developments of this model can provide a practical guide to increase the level of collaborative agility, which is essential to improve the competitive position of SMEs and to ensure their survival in the current uncertain conditions.

VII. CONCLUSION

Collaborative agility does not have a significant effect on SMEs Performance Improvement, Collaborative agility will enhance the SMEs performance through creativity engagement. Collaborative agility is found to be a trigger on creativity engagement. How the leader stimulate their human capital intellectual capacity will increase the creativity engagement and performance. How the SMEs engage their creativity process will make the differences in produce their products to meet the customers needs. This study found two model of improving the SMEs performance, the first model found is organizations must increase the collaborative agility trough creativity engagement of their human capital to improve the performance. The second SMEs performance improvement model is increasing the intellectual stimulation leadership and creativity engagement in creating the best performance.
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